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Abstract
This paper presents a solution to the problem of using RGB data created by
most modeling systems in a spectrally-based renderer. It differs from previous
methods in that it attempts to create physically plausible spectra for reflectances.
The method searches the metamer space for a spectrum that best fits a set of criteria. The results are used in an algorithm that is simple and efficient enough to
be used within the rendering process for both importing models and for texture
mapping.

1 Introduction
The desire for accuracy and realism in images requires a physically-based rendering
system. Often this can mean using a full spectral representation, as RGB representations have limitations in some situations[4]. The spectral representation does come
at some cost, not the least of which is that most available models and model formats
specify materials and lights in terms of RGB triples. Using these models conveniently
requires the conversion of RGB values into spectra [2]. The conversion process should
result in spectra that are suitable for use in a physically based rendering system and be
efficient, both for data import and for texturing operations.
The main difficulty in converting from RGB to spectra is that for any positive RGB
color there are an infinite number of spectra that can produce that color. These spectra
are known as metamers of each other. Although these spectra all produce the same
color, when they are used as reflectances and illuminated by non-constant spectra the
resulting spectra are usually not metamers. There is not enough information to determine which of the metamers for a particular color is the “right” metamer. Instead, the
goal is to pick a “good” metamer.
In the physical world, spectra are functions defined over some continuous range of
wavelengths. This is an impractical representation for a rendering algorithm, so a finite
dimensional representation must be chosen. These range from piecewise constant basis
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Figure 1: Two spectral representations for grey, G1 and G2 .
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Figure 2: The three products, G1 G1 , G1 G2 , and G2 G2 .
functions to optimally chosen point samples [6] to optimal basis functions for a specific
scene [8]. This paper uses piecewise constant spectra, as the relatively narrow and nonoverlapping support of the basis functions make them efficient to use and capable of
representing fairly saturated colors. Since they cover every wavelength in the visible
spectrum, the filtering issues raised by point samples are handled automatically. For
the rest of this paper, a spectrum will refer to a vector of weights for a set of piecewise
constant basis functions.
The linear transform from a spectrum to the RGB color space is defined by the
standard XYZ matching functions and the matrix converting from XYZ to RGB as
described in many sources (e.g. Rogers [11], Wyszecki and Stiles[16]). Note that the
XYZ matching functions are defined from 360nm to 800nm, while in practice rendering
systems usually use a significantly smaller interval in order to focus on the region where
the eye is more sensitive.
Most of the colors that will need to be transformed while reading in a model, or
while doing texture mapping are reflectances. Reflectances should all be between zero
and one in order to satisfy physical laws. Reflectances of natural materials also tend
to be smooth[5]. Additionally, spectra with a minimal amount of variation are better
for computational reasons. This can be seen by looking at two possible representations
for 50% grey in Figure 1. Although both are the same color, they perform very differently in a rendering system. The results of multiplying the two curves can be seen
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in Figure 2. None of the resulting curves are grey or average 25%. A global illumination algorithm using Grey2 would diverge very quickly, while a rendering system using
Grey1 or a combination would produce unintuitive results and visually disturbing color
shifts. These cases are both possible in the real world, however, they don’t match our
intuition of a grey surface illuminated by a white light resulting in a grey appearance.
Minimal variation over the spectrum, with peaks and troughs being as wide and as
close to average as possible, reduce these problems.
Previous approaches to converting RGB colors to spectra have not focused on creating spectra that are suitable for reflectances. One approach [3] takes the spectra for
each of the three phosphors and weights them by the RGB triple. This obviously works,
however the spectra for the phosphors are quite irregular, resulting in reflectances that
are significantly greater than 1, and a white RGB results in a spectrum that is far from
constant. Other approaches by Glassner [2] and Sun et al.[14] choose three smooth
functions and use linear combinations of those functions based on the RGB values.
These approaches can result in spectra with negative regions. A last and simplest approach was used by Shirley and Marschner [12]. This approach simply uses the blue
value for the first n=3 coefficients, the green value for the next n=3, and the red for
the last. The number of basis functions were constrained to be a multiple of 3. This
method does not produce a spectrum that converts to the right color, but it can be fairly
close, and results in spectra that are guaranteed to be valid reflectances. The method is
tailored to spectra defined over the interval [400,700] and does not work satisfactorily
for intervals significantly different than this. The resulting curves also did not look
very plausible. Ideally, a good conversion for reflectances would have the bounded
properties of the Shirley and Marschner approach and the smoothness and exact match
properties of the method described by Glassner.

2 Algorithm
Given a spectra s 2 Rn and a standard RGB color c, the XYZ matching functions and
an XYZ to RGB transform define a transformation matrix A 2 R3n from spectra to
RGB. We are looking for a good s such that

As = c:
This is an under constrained problem as there are an infinite number of solutions. Let
s0 be a solution and N = null(A) be the matrix representing the null space of A
(N 2 Rnn,3 and every column of N is orthogonal to each row of A), then

sx = s0 + Nx
is a valid solution for all x 2 Rn,3 : The set of sx are all metamers of each other.
The goal is to choose a good metamer, which can be defined as 8i sxi >= 0 and sx

is smooth. Smoothness can be defined in many ways. After some experimentation,
it seemed that the best solution was to look at the differences between adjacent basis
functions as a measure of smoothness. This can be done by minimizing the two norm
of the difference vector d 2 Rn,1 : di = si , si+1 , a standard approach in vision
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Figure 3: The spectra for red, green, and blue.
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Figure 4: The spectrum for white versus the sum of the spectra for red, green, and blue.
when using snakes to fit a curve[15]. Constant regions are considered ideal, and if the
function needs to vary, several small steps are better than a single large step. This tends
to create wide peaks and valleys, and works to minimize the overall difference. This fits
the definition of “good” as described in Section 1. In order to make these spectra valid
reflectances, the values are constrained to be greater than zero. Ideally a constraint
keeping the spectrum less than one would also be added, but as will be explained later,
this can be impossible to satisfy for some implementations of the visible spectrum.
Instead, a penalty factor is added to the cost function when any value of the spectrum
is greater than one.
Although all of the previous steps can be done very simply and efficiently in Matlab[7],
they are still too costly to do for every conversion. The immediate solution to this is to
exploit the linearity of the conversion and create spectra for red, green, and blue. The
plot of these can be seen in Figure 3. The immediate problem with this approach can
be seen by looking at the sum. Its color is white, and it should be as smooth as possible. As can be seen in Figure 4, the conversion for white looks much better than the
sum of the three primaries. A reasonable solution is to continue to exploit the linearity
of the conversions, and create spectra for red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow, and
white. The spectra for cyan, magenta, and yellow can be found in Figure 5. In the
same way that the white spectrum is better than a sum of red, green, and blue, the cyan,
magenta, and yellow spectra are better than the sum of the appropriate red, green, and
blue spectra. Ideally, the conversion would use as much of the constant white spec-
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Figure 5: The spectra for cyan, magenta, and yellow.
tra as possible, followed by the secondary colors, and mix in primary colors only as
needed. Any color can be expressed as a sum of white, plus one of cyan, magenta, or
yellow, plus one of red, green, or blue. The conversion process works by subtracting
off as much of the wider spectra (first white, then either cyan, magenta, or yellow) as
possible before converting the remainder using the red, green, or blue spectra. This can
be expressed in pseudocode as follows for a spectrum where red is less than green and
blue:
Spectrum RGBToSpectrum(red,green,blue)
Spectrum ret = 0;
if(red  green && red  blue)
ret += red * whiteSpectrum;
if(green  blue)
ret += (green - red) * cyanSpectrum;
ret += (blue - green) * blueSpectrum;
else
ret += (blue - red) * cyanSpectrum;
ret += (green - blue) * greenSpectrum;
else if(green  red && green  blue)
..
.
else
..
.

// blue  red && blue  green

The other two cases are similar.

3 Unresolved Issues
The algorithm described in the previous section gives a “good”conversions from an
RGB triple to a spectrum, but unfortunately that is only part of the solution. This
section discusses some of the issues not addressed by the algorithm and gives options
that may partially address the problems.
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3.1 Convergence Problems
It is often possible to get into situations where it is impossible to create spectra between
zero and one for the various components (usually the red curve). For spectra defined
from 400nm to 700nm and an XYZ to RGB matrix based on Sony monitor data with
a white point set at (.333,.333)1, it is not possible to get the red curve below one. The
area of the spectrum contributing solely to red is not large enough. Even though all
the matching functions are low past 700nm, the red is still significant and more importantly, the other two matching functions are negative. Two factors are responsible for
causing curves to rise above one: the width of the visible spectrum, and the chromaticity coordinates for the primaries used to create the XYZ to RGB matrix. The width of
the spectrum can be increased, however for small numbers of spectral samples (9 or
less), uniform bin size results in poor sampling of the regions of the spectrum where
the matching functions are changing more frequently. As the primaries get more saturated, this problem gets worse. Consider three monochromatic primaries. The only
way to (almost) match these is to have a zero for every basis function except the one
containing that wavelength. For the sum of the red, green, and blue curves to have the
same intensity as a constant unit spectrum, the value of the single non-zero coefficient
must be much larger than one.

3.2 White Point Considerations
The white point of a monitor is the color produced by an RGB triple of (1,1,1), and can
vary significantly between different types of monitors. The whiteness constancy effect
causes us to perceive these different colors as white, as long as they can’t be easily
compared with each other, such as when two different monitors are placed next to each
other. Because of this effect, the conversion to and from spectra should be set up with a
white point of (.333, .333) for most uses. This is the only way white can be a constant
spectrum.
There are three other options that may make sense in various circumstances. First,
if spectral data is mixed with RGB data it may be more reasonable to convert to spectra
using a white point of (.333,.333) and convert from spectra using the correct white
point. The RGB data won’t match exactly, but should be reasonably close, and the
reflectances will be valid.
If achieving an accurate match is important and spectral data will also be used,
the correct white point can be used for conversions in both directions. Spectra may
no longer be automatically bounded by one due to white no longer being constant, a
problem discussed in the next section. Although using the same white point makes the
conversion invertible, since white is no longer constant, white light shining on a white
object will exhibit color shifts. A variation on this option is to use the correct white
point for converting materials and using a white point of (:333; :333) for lights. This
will allow matching the RGB values of a conventional renderer for white lights and
getting very close for others.
xy

1R

= (:625; :34); Gxy = (:28; :595); Bxy = (:155; :07); Wxy = (:333; :333)
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3.3 Scale Factor for Reflectances
The algorithm described above ignores scaling issues in the conversion from spectra
to RGB, which is a function of the area under the XYZ matching functions (roughly
106), conversion to lumens, and the white point luminance chosen in the XYZ to RGB
transform. This means that a grey RGB triple (0.7,0.7,0.7) may be converted into a
constant spectrum with values nowhere near 0.7. This is clearly not going to work
correctly. This is easily solved by making the white point luminance of XYZ to RGB
transform exactly equal to the area under the XYZ matching functions weighted by
the lumens conversion factor. This means a constant spectrum with value 1 converts
to (1,1,1), and therefore the inverse will have the right range. If this is not done, or
if chromaticity coordinates or white points must be set so that the various curves have
values greater than one, it may be necessary to scale or clip the resulting spectrum
if values between zero and one are desired. This will introduce some error for those
spectra.
Another issue has to do with specifying appearance rather than reflectance. Most
users of modeling software set white walls to a reflectance of 1, whereas white paint
actually has a reflectance that is usually below 0.8. This is because they want a white
wall, not a grey wall and 0.8 definitely looks grey. This can cause significant problems
in global illumination systems as solutions will tend not to converge. One solution that
works in practice is to scale all incoming data by a factor of about 0.8 (roughly the
reflectance of ANSI safety white[10]).

3.4 Gamma Correction
Until this point, gamma correction has been ignored. In many ways it is a separate
and complicated problem all its own[9]. The spectral conversion process should be
done in the physical intensity domain since it relies on linearity properties that are
no longer valid after the gamma correction used to get display values. If gamma is
correctly treated as a display issue, there are no problems. More commonly, however,
the modeling package will not do any (or enough) gamma correction, and the spectral
renderer will do gamma correction before displaying the result. In this case, the RGB
data in the model are display values, and an inverse gamma correction should be done
before the spectral conversion process in order to get physical intensities.

4 Examples and Discussion
The algorithm described in Section 2 was tested on a simple environment with many
highly saturated objects. The three images on the walls are texture maps of the three
bright faces of the RGB color cube (R, G, or B = 1). The lights used for the first test
(Figure 6) are white. The white point for the RGB conversion was set at (.333,.333)
as described in Section 3. Appendix A gives the exact data for the conversion. The
left image in Figure 6 was rendered with the ray tracer inside Maya[1], while the right
image was rendered with a spectrally and physically based renderer. In both cases,
only direct illumination was used. The spectral renderer computed the texture maps
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Figure 6: Rendering of direct illumination using RGB renderer (left) and spectral renderer(right).

Figure 7: Rendering with non-white light sources using RGB renderer with direct lighting (left) and spectral render with direct and indirect illumination (right).
in RGB space and converted to a spectrum when the value was needed by the shader.
The two pictures are not exact, but are very close, and the colors are indistinguishable
visually between the two images. Because the light sources are white, and only direct
illumination is being rendered, the mathematics say the values should match exactly.
Differences are likely due to variations in BRDF models and lighting calculations between the two renderers, as well as the final scaling done to convert to displayable
intensities. As the goal of this paper is to be able to bring RGB data into a spectral
renderer while preserving appearance, the minor differences are not significant.
The second set of images (shown in Figure 7) were created with lights that are not
white. In addition, indirect illumination was computed by the spectrally-based renderer
(using standard Monte Carlo methods). Although there is now a visual difference, these
differences are unavoidable. As discussed in Section 1, once non-constant spectra are
multiplied there is no right answer. The differences are not large enough to hinder
color selection in standard RGB modeling/rendering systems, or to create difficulties
in importing models with RGB data.
The conversion method presented here is guaranteed to be invertible and is effi-
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cient enough to be used within the texture stage of the renderer. It produces plausible
reflectances that capture the appearance of the surfaces even under non-white illumination and with multiple interreflections. Although this paper uses uniformly sized
bins to represent the spectra, that fact was not used by the algorithm. The only critical restriction on the representation is that a matrix can be used to convert the spectral
representation to RGB values.
It is possible to find situations where the results do not match reasonably well, such
as highly saturated lights or transparent filters with (relatively) selective transparency,
however, that is almost certainly unavoidable with any method. While the resulting
spectra may look plausible and have nice properties within global illumination algorithms, there is no guarantee they are representative of any real material. They simply
allow the same renderer to render models with RGB data, spectral data, or both.
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A Data
The data presented here is based on a 10 bin spectral representation from 380nm to
720nm. The bins are all equal size. The data for the XYZ to RGB conversion are Rxy =
(:64; :33); Gxy = (:3; :6); Bxy = (:15; :06); Wxy = (:333; :333); WY = 106:8. The
phosphor chromaticities are based on the IUT-R BT.709 standard as discussed by a
W3C recommendation describing a default color space for the Internet[13]. The Matlab
scripts used to generate the data may be found at the web site listed at the end of the
article.
bin
white
cyan magenta yellow
red
green
blue
1
1.0000 0.9710
1.0000 0.0001 0.1012 0.0000 1.0000
2
1.0000 0.9426
1.0000 0.0000 0.0515 0.0000 1.0000
3
0.9999 1.0007
0.9685 0.1088 0.0000 0.0273 0.8916
4
0.9993 1.0007
0.2229 0.6651 0.0000 0.7937 0.3323
5
0.9992 1.0007
0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
6
0.9998 1.0007
0.0458 1.0000 0.0000 0.9418 0.0000
7
1.0000 0.1564
0.8369 0.9996 0.8325 0.1719 0.0003
8
1.0000 0.0000
1.0000 0.9586 1.0149 0.0000 0.0369
9
1.0000 0.0000
1.0000 0.9685 1.0149 0.0000 0.0483
10 1.0000 0.0000
0.9959 0.9840 1.0149 0.0025 0.0496
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